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7s contain -RP- 

AIRPARK AAIKPRR small airport [n -S] 

AIRPLAY AAILPRY playing of record on radio program [n -S] 

AIRPORT AIOPRRT tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRPOST AIOPRST system of conveying mail by airplane [n -S] 

ARPENTS AENPRST ARPENT, old French unit of area [n] 

BEARPAW AABEPRW paw of bear [n -S] 

BIMORPH BHIMOPR device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n -S] 

BURPEES BEEPRSU BURPEE, physical exercise [n] 

BURPING BGINPRU BURP, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

CARPALE AACELPR bone of wrist [n -LIA] 

CARPALS AACLPRS CARPAL, carpale (bone of wrist) [n] 

CARPELS ACELPRS CARPEL, simple pistil [n] 

CARPERS ACEPRRS CARPER, one that carps (to find fault unreasonably) [n] 

CARPETS ACEPRST CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CARPING ACGINPR act of one who carps [n -S] / CARP, to find fault unreasonably [v] 

CARPOOL ACLOOPR to take turns driving group of commuters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARPORT ACOPRRT shelter for car [n -S] 

CHARPAI AACHIPR charpoy (bed used in India) [n -S] 

CHARPOY ACHOPRY bed used in India [n -S] 

CHIRPED CDEHIPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRPER CEHIPRR one that chirps (to utter short, shrill sound) [n -S] 

CORPORA ACOOPRR CORPUS, human or animal body [n] 

CORPSES CEOPRSS CORPSE, dead body [n] 

DIMORPH DHIMOPR either of two distinct forms [n -S] 

DORPERS DEOPRRS DORPER, one of breed of mutton-producing sheep [n] 

EARPLUG AEGLPRU plug for ear [n -S] 

ESCARPS ACEPRSS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

EXCERPT CEEPRTX to pick out passage from for quoting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GARPIKE AEGIKPR garfish (freshwater fish) [n -S] 

HAIRPIN AHIINPR hair fastener [n -S] 

HARPERS AEHPRRS HARPER, harpist (one that plays harp) [n] 

HARPIES AEHIPRS HARPY, shrewish person [n] 

HARPING AGHINPR wooden plank used in shipbuilding [n -S] / HARP, to play on harp (type of stringed musical instrument) [v] 

HARPINS AHINPRS HARPIN, harping (wooden plank used in shipbuilding) [n] 

HARPIST AHIPRST one that plays harp [n -S] 

HARPOON AHNOOPR to strike with barbed spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIRPLED DEHILPR HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HIRPLES EHILPRS HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

KIRPANS AIKNPRS KIRPAN, dagger carried by Sikhs [n] 

MARPLOT ALMOPRT one that ruins plan by meddling [n -S] 

MORPHED DEHMOPR MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MORPHIA AHIMOPR morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

MORPHIC CHIMOPR pertaining to form [adj] 

MORPHIN HIMNOPR morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

MORPHOS HMOOPRS MORPHO, tropical butterfly [n] 
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ORPHANS AHNOPRS ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

ORPHISM HIMOPRS style of art [n -S] 

ORPHREY EHOPRRY ornamental band or border [n -S] 

ORPINES EINOPRS ORPINE, perennial herb [n] 

OVERPAY AEOPRVY to pay too much [v -PAID, -ING, -S] 

OVERPLY ELOPRVY to ply to excess; overwork [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

PERPEND DEENPPR to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERPENT EENPPRT large building stone [n -S] 

PERPLEX EELPPRX to make mentally uncertain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PURPLED DELPPRU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPLER ELPPRRU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURPLES ELPPRSU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPORT OPPRRTU to profess or claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PURPOSE EOPPRSU to resolve to perform or accomplish [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PURPURA APPRRUU disease characterized by purple spots on skin [n -S] 

PURPURE EPPRRUU heraldic color purple [n -S] 

SCARPED ACDEPRS SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v] 

SCARPER ACEPRRS to flee (to run away) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCARPHS ACHPRSS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SERPENT EENPRST snake [n -S] 

SERPIGO EGIOPRS spreading skin eruption [n -GINES, -ES, -S] 

SHARPED ADEHPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHARPEN AEHNPRS to make sharp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHARPER AEHPRRS SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] / swindler (one that swindles  [n -S] 

SHARPIE AEHIPRS very alert person [n -S] 

SHARPLY AHLPRSY in sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing) manner [adv] 

SHERPAS AEHPRSS SHERPA, soft fabric for linings [n] 

SLURPED DELPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

STIRPES EIPRSST STIRPS, STIRP, lineage (direct descent from ancestor) [n] 

SURPASS APRSSSU to go beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SURPLUS LPRSSUU to treat as being in excess of what is needed [v -ED, -ING, -S, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

SYRPHID DHIPRSY winged insect [n -S] 

TARPANS AANPRST TARPAN, Asian wild horse [n] 

TARPONS ANOPRST TARPON, marine game fish [n] 

TERPENE EEENPRT chemical compound [n -S] 

THORPES EHOPRST THORPE, thorp (small village) [n] 

TORPEDO DEOOPRT to damage or sink with underwater missile [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

TORPEFY EFOPRTY to make sluggish [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TORPIDS DIOPRST TORPID, racing boat [n] 

TORPORS OOPRRST TORPOR, mental or physical inactivity [n] 

TURPETH EHPRTTU medicinal plant root [n -S] 

USURPED DEPRSUU USURP, to seize and hold without legal authority [v] 

USURPER EPRRSUU one that usurps (to seize and hold without legal authority) [n -S] 

WARPAGE AAEGPRW act of warping (to turn or twist out of shape) [n -S] 

WARPATH AAHPRTW route taken by attacking Native Americans [n -S] 

WARPERS AEPRRSW WARPER, one that warps (to turn or twist out of shape) [n] 
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WARPING AGINPRW WARP, to turn or twist out of shape [v] 

 

7s end -RP 

APOCARP AACOPPR fruit having separated carpels [n -S] 

EPICARP ACEIPPR outer layer of pericarp [n -S] 

EXOCARP ACEOPRX epicarp (outer layer of pericarp) [n -S] 

PROCARP ACOPPRR female sexual organ in certain algae [n -S] 

SYNCARP ACNPRSY fleshy multiple fruit [n -S] 

UNSHARP AHNPRSU not sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing) [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RP- 

ACARPOUS AACOPRSU not producing fruit [adj] 

AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIRPOWER AEIOPRRW military strength of nation's air force [n -S] 

AIRPROOF AFIOOPRR to make impermeable to air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

APOCARPY AACOPPRY state of being apocarp (fruit having separated carpels) [n -PIES] 

ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S] 

BECARPET ABCEEPRT to cover with carpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIOMORPH BHIMOOPR art form resembling living organism in shape [n -S] 

CARPETED ACDEEPRT CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CHIRPIER CEHIIPRR CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRPILY CHIILPRY CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

CHIRPING CGHIINPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CORPORAL ACLOOPRR military rank [n -S] 

CORPSMAN ACMNOPRS enlisted man trained in first aid [n -MEN] 

CORPUSES CEOPRSSU CORPUS, human or animal body [n] 

DOORPOST DOOOPRST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

EMPURPLE EELMPPRU to tinge with purple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ESCARPED ACDEEPRS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S] 

FOURPLEX EFLOPRUX quadplex (building having four units) [n -ES] 

FURPIECE CEEFIPRU item of clothing made out of fur [n -S] 

HERPESES EEEHPRSS HERPES, skin infection [n] 

HERPETIC CEEHIPRT HERPES, skin infection [adj] 

HIRPLING GHIILNPR HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

INCORPSE CEINOPRS to become combined with [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ISOMORPH HIMOOPRS something similar to something else in form [n -S] 

KERPLUNK EKKLNPRU to fall or drop with heavy sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MORPHEME EEHMMOPR linguistic unit [n -S] 

MORPHINE EHIMNOPR narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S] / MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MURPHIES EHIMPRSU MURPHY, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 
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NEOMORPH EHMNOOPR type of biological structure [n -S] 

ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

ORPHICAL ACHILOPR orphic (mystical (spiritually significant or symbolic)) [adj] 

ORPIMENT EIMNOPRT yellow dye [n -S] 

OVERPACK ACEKOPRV to pack to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPASS AEOPRSSV to pass over [v -ED, -AST, -ING, -ES] 

OVERPERT EEOPRRTV too pert [adj] 

OVERPLAN AELNOPRV to plan to excess [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OVERPLAY AELOPRVY to exaggerate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPLOT ELOOPRTV to devise overly complex plot for [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OVERPLUS ELOPRSUV surplus [n -ES] 

OVERPUMP EMOPPRUV to pump to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

PORPOISE EIOOPPRS to move forward with rising and falling motions [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PUERPERA AEEPPRRU woman who has recently given birth to child [n -E] 

PURPLEST ELPPRSTU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURPLING GILNPPRU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPLISH HILPPRSU somewhat purple [adj] 

PURPURIC CIPPRRUU pertaining to purpura (disease characterized by purple spots on skin) [adj] 

PURPURIN INPPRRUU reddish dye [n -S] 

RECARPET ACEEPRRT to carpet again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCARPING ACGINPRS SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v] 

SCORPION CINOOPRS stinging arachnid [n -S] 

SHARPEST AEHPRSST SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

SHARPING AGHINPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHARPISH AHHIPRSS somewhat sharp [adj] 

SLURPIER EILPRRSU SLURPY, characterized by sucking sound made when slurping [adj] 

SLURPING GILNPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SORPTION INOOPRST act or process of sorbing [n -S]  

SORPTIVE EIOPRSTV SORPTION, act or process of sorbing [adj] 

SOURPUSS OPRSSSUU grouchy person [n -ES] 

SUPERPRO EOPPRRSU superior professional [n -S] 

SURPLICE CEILPRSU loose-fitting vestment [n -S] 

SURPRINT INPRRSTU to print over something already printed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURPRISE EIPRRSSU to come upon unexpectedly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURPRIZE EIPRRSUZ to surprise (to come upon unexpectedly) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SYNCARPY ACNPRSYY state of being syncarp (fleshy multiple fruit) [n -PIES] 

SYRPHIAN AHINPRSY syrphid (winged insect) [n -S] 

TARPAPER AAEPPRRT heavy paper coated with tar [n -S] 

TERPENIC CEEINPRT TERPENE, chemical compound [adj] 

TERPINOL EILNOPRT fragrant liquid [n -S] 

TORPIDLY DILOPRTY in sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) manner [adv] 

TRIMORPH HIMOPRRT substance existing in three forms [n -S] 

TWERPIER EEIPRRTW TWERPY, resembling twerp (small, impudent person) [adj] 

UNDERPAD ADDENPRU layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 
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UNDERPAY ADENPRUY to pay less than is deserved [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERPIN DEINNPRU to support from below [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNWARPED ADENPRUW not warped (to turn or twist out of shape) [adj] 

USURPING GINPRSUU USURP, to seize and hold without legal authority [v] 

WARPAINT AAINPRTW paint used to decorate face and body before battle [n -S] 

WARPLANE AAELNPRW airplane armed for combat [n -S] 

WARPOWER AEOPRRWW power to make war [n -S] 

WARPWISE AEIPRSWW in vertical direction [adv] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

 

8s end -RP 

ASCOCARP AACCOPRS spore-producing organ of certain fungi [n -S] 

AUTOHARP AAHOPRTU type of zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S] 

ENDOCARP ACDENOPR inner layer of pericarp [n -S] 

MESOCARP ACEMOPRS middle layer of pericarp [n -S] 

MOLDWARP ADLMOPRW burrowing mammal [n -S] 

MONOCARP ACMNOOPR plant that yields fruit only once before dying [n -S] 

PERICARP ACEIPPRR wall of ripened plant ovary or fruit [n -S] 

PODOCARP ACDOOPPR designating family of evergreen trees [adj] 

XYLOCARP ACLOPRXY hard, woody fruit [n -S] 

 


